HANDBALL NEWS:

The Memorial Day week-end handball tournament was a huge success due to the efforts of approximately 40 helpful members. There were 210 entrees from as far away as Chicago, Iowa, and Colorado. Rudy Stadlberger teamed up with Irv Simon to win the Master Doubles over Dino Pezzi and Howie Wyrsch. Jim O'Brien and Jerry Conine won the Open Doubles, while Dr. Steve August won the "Singles" crown.

Although there will be a few handball tournaments at various courts in the Bay Area during the next few weeks, we don't plan on having any tournaments on our courts until Fall when we have our annual Doubles tournament. However, players from Fresno and San Diego would like to visit us sometime this summer.

Concerning the lights on our handball courts, a committee comprised of Rich Hackett, Chuck Barbarina, Al Masyk, Chuck Waller, and Frank Spiller are working on getting the project started. All those who are donating, please make out a check to the South End Rowing Club and give to one of the committee members. We want to start lowering the roof and installing new lights in July or August, but need the funds first, so hurry up and turn in your share of the cost.

Many thanks to Tom Walsh for the tremendous job done in running off the annual Northern California Singles tournament. Very few people realize the hundreds of hours of time that Tom had to spend to put this tournament together. As usual, Al Crosat, Frank Wentworth, Dan Peck and Tom Fleming all won trophies.

At Reno Gary Ryan took second in the singles, losing to Cliff McCorkle. Rob Bourbeau and Mark Haskell won the doubles.

ENTERTAINMENT NEWS:

Nat Calegari is preparing a bus trip to the Cheese Factory in Novato on September 23, 1972. Only one bus will be used so watch for announcement and sign-up on bulletin board.

RUNNING NEWS:

Twentyseven Southenders ran in the annual Bay to Breakers race. Alex Monterrosa had the fastest Southender time.

A Fun Trip to climb Mt. Whitney is scheduled for September 9th and 10th. This year the climb will be made in two days instead of one and all stout hearted Southenders and their families are encouraged to go. Climbers will meet Saturday morning at 8:00 a.m. at Whitney Portal near Lone Pine. Bring sleeping bags and supplies for two days.

SWIMMING NEWS:

The Hawaiian Open Water Swim is coming up Labor Day weekend and donations will be necessary to help send South End's best. Please see bulletin board at the club for information.

SOUTH END TOWELS:

Rudy Stadlberger and Mark Haskell are selling South End Memorial Day towels at $1.50 each.